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Abstract 

WC consider synchrobetatron r~sonancrs driven by dis- 
pc,rsion at rf cavity locations. .4 theory is prcscntrd which, hr- 
sitlcs effects due to nonlinear sgnchrotron motion also takes 
into account both the IV, modulation of the transverse tune 
tlllc to chromaticity and thr 2z), modulation due to transverse 
S~“‘C’ rhxrge (If, is the synchrotron tune). Rrsults of the ana- 
lytical treatment are compared with tracking calculations for 
the 3 Gc\’ Booster of the proposed TRIUMF K4ON Factor! 
for cits~i with and withotlt chromatic tunr modulation. 

Introduction 

Synchro-betatron resonances arc important in machines 
surll as the Fermilab booster, and thr proposed SSC LEB and 

‘TRIU\IF KAON rings-- where tllr synchrotron tune is Iargc, 
compared with the stophand widths of lower order bctatron 
rPsonancPs. hIorcWver, the betatron tlmr is modulat,ed by syI,- 
chrotron motion because of chromat,ic and space charge effects: 
usually, in proton machines, the chromatic and/or space charge 
tune shifts are at least comparable with th? synchrotron tune. 
Under these conditions. it is incorrect to view thr betatron 
tune ;w moving around the I/,-V, tune diagram as a fimction 
of synchrotron phase. The torrcct picture is one where all br- 
tatron resonances have synchrotron sidebands whose strengths 
depend upon the tune modulation and the betatron tune is 
takrn to be the average ovrr a synchrotron oscillation. Histori- 
cally. tune modlllation rluca to chromaticity was first ronsidrred 
by Orloy[l], and that dllc to space charge was considrxrrd hi 
hIijhl[2]. 

IYe ronsidcr the particular casr’ where coupling occurs 

bctwecn the longitudinal and transvrrse motions because of 
rf accelerating caviticas located in regions whrrc the, dispersion 
and/or its derivative is not zero. Thrsr drive resonances of thr 
form 

llz+7nV”=R (1) 

where N, and V, are the bttatron and synchrotron tunes, and m 

and n are integers of either sign. In general. the strength of the 
resonance drops rapidly as the satellite order, /ml, incrrnsrs. 
Thr integrr n corresponds to the placrment symmetry of the rf 
cavitirs. Hence. for the proposed KAON f;lctorp booster syn- 
chrotron, where the cavity placement has a Z-fold symmetry. 
synchro-betatron effrct,s are minimized by ensuring that the 
integer ncarrst the horizontal tune is odd. However, cvrn if 
placed with a specific symmetry, other harmonics are impor- 
tant because the gap voltages of the different cavitirs cannot 
realistically be made to agrrr to better than a frw percent. 

Synchro-Matron coupling occurs hecausr of the follow- 
ing effect. When a cavity is in a dispersivr location. the closed 
orbit thrrr moves as a function of energy. Thcrcfore, as a par- 
ticle crosses the gap and receives an energy increment, it is 
displaced with respect to the closed orbit. On successive turns. 
the betatron pha.Te will change. The linear resonance, Itr~! = 1, 
occurs when the bctatron phase (module 2~) changrs by thr 
same amount per tllrn as the synchrotron phasr. Resonances for 

1~11 > 1 can occur because of non-linear longitudinal motion. 
However, for a bunch occupying a conservatively small frac- 
tion of the bucket area, thr strength of the resonance decreases 
dramatically as Irnl incrcxases. 

Resonances for Im > 1 can also occur bcrause of bc- 
tatron tune modulation. For example, chromaticity causes a 
tune modulation at the synchrotron frequency and this causes 
the linear synchro-betatron resonance to appear at lrrzl = 2. 
Space charge modulates the betatron tune at twice the syrl- 

chrotron frequency, causing the linear resonance to appear at 
/ml = 3. For tune shifts comparable with the synchrotron tune, 
this effect is much more important than that due to non-linear 
longitudinal motion. 

As with z-y coupling resonances, the sign of nz determinrs 
whether it is the sum or difference of the relevant actions (I, and 
II) which is conserved However. in the casrs WC consider. the, 
longitudinal action (I, = bunch area in energy-timt- units /2;r) 
is so much larger than the transverse action (1, = momentum x 
tmittance/Z) that this dcpendrnrr upon the sign of m is not 
rrally relevant. I.e., a partictc can be transversely lost if onl! 
a small fraction of the longitudinal action is transfer& to thr, 
transverse action. 

In what follows, WC re-state the original bctatron ani- 
plitude growth formula of Piwinski and lTrulich!3] and thrn 
generalize it to take into accorlnt hetatron tllnc modulation 
due to chromaticity and space charge, aftrr thr manner of 
Suzuki[5]. For the cases with and without chromaticity, WC COIII- 

pare the analyt,iral formulae with simulations rorrcsponding to 
the TRIUMF K.40N factory booster sync-lrntron. 

No Tune Modulation 

The synchro-bctatron effect is convc,nicMy ~xprrsscd z 
a rate of change of the Matron amplitude (\a)(3]: 

&cPz - = 2 ‘&F m{,,,A,, sin((v,+mv,-n)8+~=+m~J,) (2) 
de 

where $, and 11, are the initial betatron and synchrotron phases. 

cm = -CL L is the mlh Fourier componrnt, of Ap/p. 

y = fJ cm sin(772(lj,8 L +,)). (3) 
m=, 

In this expansion, harmonics higher than ~1 = 1 arr included 
because the synchrotron motion is in general nonlinear. This 
nonlinearity is due to the sinusoidal rf voltage and can also bc 
caused by collective effects such as longit,utlinal space chargr 
forces. A,, contains the dispersion at the cavity gaps, multi- 
plied by the gap voltage dividrd by the rf voltage per turn, and 
summed with regard to the betatron phase advance brtwrrn 
cavities. The general formula is given by Suzuki[4], but for sin- 
plicity we restrict ourselves to the case of a single cavity. Thrn 
A,, is independent of n: 

A = JD2 + (D’[?, + Do=)2 14) 
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The lattice functions ozr p,, the dispersion D and its 
derivative D’ are evaluated at the cavity. 

For the isolated resonance (l), we can single out me term 
of (2) because the others only give rapitlly varying contribu- 
tions which average to zero. The maximum change in bctatron 
amplitude per turn is, therefore, 

6(&pJ = 7rv,tnf&4 3 6,. (5) 

Wt= see that there is a l-1 correspondence between synchrotron 
sidebands and harmonics of the longitudinal motion. In partic- 
ular. for the non-accelerating case 4, = 0, where there are on11 
odd harmonics, even synchrotron G&hands arc not excited. 
Also, notice that the same growth rate applies to sidebands of 
opposite sign, i.e., 6, = 6-,. 

Tune Modulation Due to Chromaticity 

Chromaticity, [ = (dv/v)/(dp/p). causes modulation of 
the betatron tune according to 

v, = u,o + L~ro~PlP. (0) 

This, combined with (3), gives the tune as a fuIlction of 8. 
.4 Hamiltonian analysis[5] shows that the correct technique of 
including the modulation is to replace v,B by Ju,nG in the 
formula for the growth rate (2). So thr argument of the sine 
function in (2) bfcomcs 

(IQ + mv, - 72)6 - ErUrOil ~ cosjv,J + II”.) + J,, + mti, 
v, 

where WC have used only the first harmonic of the chromatic 
tune shift. Strictly, thr other harmonics should also occur in 
this rxprrssion, but their effects are only important in cases 
where the synchrotron motion is vrry nolllinear. 

M~~ll-known Fhl theory gins 

sin(cz + ccoscr) = F sin(n + I(0 + 7r/2))dl(c) (7) 
I=--30 

so that (2) becomes a triple sum of 

sin[(llzo + (m’ - I)v, - n)e + +I + (tn’ - 1)1+‘!~ + /7r/2] 

over m’, n, and I: all 3 indices going from --oc? to +33. WC havc 
replacrd 7,~ by TR’ because we want m t,o continur to drnotc 
the s~nrllro~bct,atron sideband. The Bessel function argument 
is c = (rv,O<l /v$ = Av,/‘u.. The isolated rcsonancr (1) is rep 
resented by the terms which satisfy fn = m’ - 1. Using C, as 
defined in (5), the change per turn in betatron amplitutlr on 
resonance is 

6( J;I-ir;) = E S,+,J,(c)sin($ - 1x/2). (8) 
I=-cc 

The maximum growth rate can be folmd by adjusting the phase 
t/l to the appropriate value. As an clxamplc. for 6, = 0, whrrc 
6, = 0 for oven m, the “2 = 12 case gives 

ql.&E) = (6, + 6:,jJ, - (6, + E5Ml+ (6.3 + 6;)55 - “. (9) 

In general, this srrirs is very quickly convc,rging brcausr hoth 

bn and Jl( c) decrease rapidly with o&r. 

Modulation Due to Chromaticity and Space Charge 

If we assume a bunch with parabolic line density extend- 
ing from rf phase d, - 3 to i, + $,tl w s ,acc 1 charge tune shift 
of a particle with phase 4 is 

A,,$.=A;.[I- (“i”.,‘] 

4 is given by r~hAp/p = dq4/d6, (17 = 7-2 - rte2, h is harmonic 
number) so that it can be represcntcd as a cosine series with 
mv,d ,,, = VhC,, cjo = $3. We add tl ‘: us contribution to (6) and 
integrate over B to give as the argumrnt of the sinr fuxlction in 
(2): 

(G + mu, - n)6 + ?J’= + ml).+ 

bsin(2(v,B + q/s)) - ccos(v,ff + $..)> 

whrrr b = $j (2)‘: and w? have dropped harmonics of 0 

higher than $l. An important diffrrcnce compared with the case 
of modulation due to chromaticity only is that the partirle’s 
average tune is a function of synchrotron amplitude: 

il; = uzo + AI/. +;(~)*] (11) 

Hence, t.here is a tune spread and so if thr sparc~ charge trlnc 
shift is larger than the synchrotron tune, then synchrotron side- 
bands are impossible to avoid’. 

Expanding (2), we get a quadruple sum of 

sin[(i?; + (VI’ - 2k - I)v, - rz)B + tit, + (VI - 2k - Ijp, + IT/~] 

over m’% 71, k, and 1. The rcsonancr (1) occurs in terms which 
satisfy nl = m’ - 2X- - / so the, 011.r?sonancc growtll is 

6(J;;;7;j= 2 E6 m+2,t+lJk(b)J1(cj sin( $ - /~/2). (12) 
k=-m ,=-cc 

Tracking Calculations 

The predictions of the theory are compared with tracking 
studies using the lattice of the KAON Factory Booster for sta- 
tionary tune as well as for tune modulated by chromatic. tunt, 
shift. .4s all cavities in the lattice are at dispersive locations, 
dispersion is removed in all but onr cavity by means of 1”’ or- 
der matrix elements to produce result,s that are easily compared 
with the theory. In this cavity the relevant lattice parametrrs 
are 4, = 10.98m, cr, = 1.90, D = l.tXm, D’ = -0.55. This 
yields. according to (4)? A = 3.3m/12 bccallsr thrrr arp 12 
cavities. The total voltage per turn is 600 kV and a stationary 
bucket wits used throughout, giving a synchrotron tune at zero 
amplitude of 0.053. In the no-tnIie-modulation case. clromatic- 
ity in both plants is corrected with two sextupole familirs. 

Particles are tracked for 1000 turns. The horizontal tune 
is set to coincide with the synchro-brtatron sat,cllitr lmdrr iIl- 
vcstigation and the growth rate of the bctatron amplitude is 
determined for a particle with a maximum Ap/p of 0.4%. At 
this amplitude, the synchrotron tune is V, = 0.041, {1 = 0.37%, 
and 4, = 115”. Space charge has so far not been includrd in 

‘For an exactly parabolic line density, the tune spread is actually only 
from half the tune shift to the-full tune shift, but in practice there are always 
some particles beyond 4, f 6. 



tltc simulations so the only source of nonliwnr synchrotron mom 
tion is the nonlinearity of t,hr rf waurform. Standard theory of 
p~~Ildd1l~ll motion givrs, <:$/<I = -0.0779 itIlti <s/C, = 0.0057. 
Fourier almlysis of the tracking dat,a is uwd to verify that t,hr 
rmittancc growth obscrvcd is indrrd drw to synchro-Matron 
coupli11g. 

Table 1: Growth Per Turn of Betatron Amplitude (IIIIII) 

m 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

ztzzz= 

(=O 
Simulation Eqn.( 5) 

.145 ,120 

.033 ,030 

,005 ,004 

( = -1.4 
Simulation Eqn.( 8) 

,110 ,104 
,030 ,028 
,040 ,033 
,004 ,009 
.006 ,005 

The results arr summariztd in Tablr 1. For both station- 
ary and modulated tune, good agrecmrnt between theory and 
tracking is generally found. A marginally significant discrcp- 
ancy is found for the m = 4 c<ase with chromaticity. This could 
hc due to the neglect of the higher harmonics of the tune mod- 
ulation since the first ‘third harmonic’ sideband of thr large 
linear (771 = 1) rrsonance occurs at m = 4. 

The width of the stopband of the synchro-Matron rcs- 
onance (1) can be found by dividing thr betatron amplitude 
growth per turn by ~a. This is useful for gauging tile im- 
portance of synchro-hetatron effects relative to the usual IX- 
tatron resonances. For rxamplr, for a particle with \/;;-is; = 
16mm (typical in the TRIUhlF IiAON Boosttr), the m = 5 
stopband width is Z!.c = 1 x 10-4. 
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